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We present the image entroid (IC) trajetories in ase of a distant soure mirolensed by a

point mass in the presene of an external shear. We onsider point soures and extended soures

with uniform and Gaussian brightness distribution. The soure moves uniformly with respet to

the lens.
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Chang and Refsdal [1,2℄ proposed a simple gravita-

tional lens model with the single star and external shear

of the foreground galaxy, distorting image of a distant

objet. In this work we study the image entroid (IC)

motion in this mirolensing proess. This problem is

of inreasing interest due to miroarseond astrome-

try progress [3, 4℄, in partiular, due to the forthoming

Spae Interferometer Mission [4℄. Observations of a po-

sitional IC shifts ould be suessfully ombined with a

traditional light urves monitoring, provided neessary

auray of positioning is reahed. Theoretial aspets

of suh an \astrometrial mirolensing" have been dis-

ussed onerning our Galaxy and for extragalati grav-

itational lens systems [3, 4, 9℄.

The lens equation in Chang{Refsdal model is [1,2℄:
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and Y are two-dimensional vetors of mirolensed

image, mirolens and unperturbed soure position, re-

spetively, on a eletial sphere in the soure frame; R

E

is Einstein ring radius [1℄,  is the external shear. In this

paper we on�ne ourselves to the subritial ( < 1) ase.

Further, we onsider the soure in its rest frame with the

brightness entre at the origin, whereas the lens moves

uniformly with respet to this frame. We ompute the

position of IC of the point soure by the method of Witt

[6,7℄ and Lewis et al. [5℄. For extended soures we an

represent the IC position by means of expliit integrals

[8{10℄, whih is essentially the ray-shooting method [1℄.

Here we present some of our results in Figs. 1a{1h;

every �gure shows the IC trajetories in the soure rest

frame and brightness urves (below) for the soure tra-

jetory represented at the right upper orner in the lens

rest frame. We onsider three types of the soure: the

point soure, the soure with gaussian brightness distri-

butions and the soure in the form of a uniform irle.

The size in ase of any extended soure is L = 0:1R

E

.

The �gures show the observable IC trajetory with re-

spet to the soure (above) and light urve (bottom); p is

the impat parameter, � is the angle between the dire-

tion of the soure motion and the absissa axis. Causti

and soure trak (in the lens rest frame) is shown in the

upper right orner. The numbers near the urves signify

orresponding points in soure and lens planes.

The form of the IC trajetory appears to be signi�-

antly dependent upon the loation of soure trak rel-

atively to the austi and the size of the soure. Soure

brightness distribution a�ets the IC trajetory form too,

but less signi�antly. Note that in austi rossing events

the IC trajetory is very sensitive to the soure param-

eters, so this trajetory may be an important soure of

astrophysial information.
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Fig. 1. Trajetories of IC (upper plots) and light urves

(lower plots) of a point soure and of extended soures

(L = 0:1R

E

) with Gaussian and uniform brightness distri-

butions. The austi and soure trajetory in the lens plane

are shown in upper right-hand orner; L is the soure size, 

is the shear, p is the impat parameter, and � is the angle

between the X-axis in the soure plane.

The simplest situation is when the soure trak is quite

remote from the austi. In this ase the IC trajetory is

oval-like and light urve is smooth. However, when the

soure trak is quite lose to austi (even if it does not

ross it), the IC trajetory an be more ompliated. In

general, it an be self-interseted three times (see Fig. 1a)

and even six times (see Fig. 1b). When point soure

rosses the austi, its IC su�ers a jump (Figs. 1{1h)

and its total brightness beomes in�nite. For a small ex-

tended soure, the jumps on IC trajetory are absent due

to the smoothing inuene of a limited size. Other inter-

esting situation is when the soure passes near the usp

or rosses it (f. the seond brightness peak on Fig. 1d).

It is important to note that when the soure rosses the

usp point, the brightness beomes in�nite, but no jump

on IC trajetory ours. Having the IC trajetory this

allows us to distinguish the ase of high ampli�ation

events with austi rossing and when the soure passes

near the usp.
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RUH ZOBRA�ENN� D�ERELA V L�NZ� QAN�A{REFSDALA

O. Fedorova, V. �danov, A. Aleksandrov

Astronom�qna observator�� KiÝvs~kogo na�nal~nogo un�versitetu �men� Tarasa Xevqenka

vul. Observatorna, 3, KiÝv, 03053, UkraÝna

Dosl�d�eno formu traktor�Ý entra �skravosti zobra�enn� v�ddalenogo d�erela viprom�n�vann�,

m�krol�nzovanogo toqkovo� maso� za na�vnosti userednenogo fonovogo pol�. Pobudovano nab�r takih tra-

ktor�� dl� r�znih polo�en~ treku d�erela wodo l�nzi, dl� toqkovogo d�erela ta d�erel �z �auss�vs~kim

� ploskim rozpod�lom �skravosti po disku. V�dnosni� ruh d�erela ta l�nzi vva�at~s� �ner��nim.
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